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How can a non-golfer get excited about a golf product? Not sure, but that’s what happened
here.
The folks from Golf Swing Right Now asked if they could send their product to us to review.
We said sure, having no idea what to expect. We still didn’t really understand the principle
when we unwrapped it from the package either. So we did what anyone who was handed one
would naturally do.
We took it into an open area in the office and swung it. And fell in love.
Again, golf isn’t really our thing so we’re not going to pontificate on how it improved our
game, lowered our handicap, etc. But what we are going to tell you is that from our
experience in various other sports, there is no doubt using this training tool will absolutely
make you a better golfer.

At first glance, it is unassuming, even bland. There is a grip, a shaft and a metal tip at the
bottom that looks like something we made on the lathe in middle school shop class.
Then you swing it – they recommend 75% the first few times – and it feels exactly like
you’re swinging a real club.
The shaft flexes and the weighted bottom brings the device through the zone at the identical
speed and resistance of any club in your bag, (we have golfed, we’re just not good at it). You
can’t stop. You can’t put it down.
Why is this so fantastic? Well when’s the last time you worked on your swing indoors? In
your office or family room? This opens up a whole new dimension to practicing.
Three months of winter coming on? No problem.
Buried at work from sunup to sundown? Still plenty of time to take five-minutes and work
out the kinks.
Because of the way the Golf Swing Right Now is weighted you can easily determine if your
swing was what you wanted. We could tell we’d have hooked the first ten we took. But,
surprisingly, the next ten seemed a little better. And before long every swing had the proper
path and timing.

You can now take as many swings as you want, whenever you want, until you get it right. We
usually don’t mention price in our articles, but for what they are charging this is a
phenomenal bargain and the best golf investment you’ll ever make.
We’ve reviewed some fantastic products this in 2015 but we’d be surprised if this wasn’t on
our annual “Best of the Year” list coming out in a few weeks. We’d also be surprised if the
GSRN doesn’t start popping up everywhere you look.
Stuck sitting in an office reading this? Take a quick break. Get up and Swing Right Now.
Coupon Code: review2win for a $20 discount
And YEP, WE MADE THE ‘BEST OF THE YEAR’ LIST!!!

